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Where It All Started

 Before moving to academia, I spent about 12 years at the IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center working on a wide range of networking
technologies (and attending the IETF and the ATM Forum)
» While I learned a lot and we developed some pretty nifty systems, most did not

really gain widespread adoption

 This triggered some questions to try to understand why
» The history of networking is filled with technologically sound defunct companies

(Bay Networks, Cabletron, Cascade, FORE, Ipsilon, Newbridge,…) and standards
(ATM, IPX, Token Ring, XTP,…)

 The “simple” answer it is that technical quality is a necessary but far
from sufficient condition for success
» Many factors and complex interactions can and will influence the outcome

 This talk tries to shed some light on these complex phenomena
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Outline

 A quick overview of basic adoption models and some of the strange
outcomes that can arise
» Utility functions, adoption decisions and dynamics, and equilibria

 The case of IPv6
» Stake-holders, dependencies, empirical studies, and an attempt at reverse

engineering how things evolved

 IETF standards (RFCs)
» RFCs are akin to breadcrumbs that track the Internet’s evolution
» Our goal:  Identifying key features present across them and apply statistical

analysis to isolate factors likely to play an important role in a protocol’s
success or failure

 A few brief concluding remarks in an attempt to summarize lessons
learned
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Modeling (Network) Technology Adoption

 Basic framework assumes some form of rationality on the part
of users/adopters
» We adopt only if there is a benefit to us, and if several options are

feasible we pick the one with the highest benefit

Utility function Ui(t) measures the benefit derived by user i
when adopting technology T at time t
» Ui(t) = fi(what I like in T at time t) – gi(what I don’t like in T at time t)

» User i adopts iff Ui(t) > 0

• Both fi(.) and gi(.) can vary with i and t, as well as a function of how many
other users adopt T (positive and negative externalities)

 Externalities are a trade-mark of networking technologies
and one of the reasons their adoption is hard to predict
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A “Basic” Example
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Cost

 Ui(x(t)): Utility of user i when x(t) users have adopted

 Linear positive externality (Metcalfe’s law) – αix(t)

 Delay-like negative externality – βix(t)/(1 – x(t))

 Fixed intrinsic value v and fixed or log-like cost c(x(t))

• Assumes homogeneous
users for simplicity
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Adoption Dynamics – Overview
Given an adopter’s population, how does adoption evolve?

» Can we influence it, e.g., through pricing or incentives

Adoption at time t: x(t)

» Given x(t), H(x(t)) is the number of users who should adopt

• At equilibrium H(x*) = x*

Adoption dynamics

» A diffusion process with a rate γ < 1( ) = −
 Identifying equilibria and adoption trajectories then boils down

to solving systems of differential equations
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In General: Standard Adoption Patterns
(for successful technologies)
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A Common Networking Scenario
 Two competing technologies with gateways for inter-operability

Outcome depends on
» Initial adoption level of the incumbent

• New technology “wins” only if incumbent is not too entrenched
» Quality of gateways

• They can help or hurt the new technology depending on system parameters
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In Summary

We have tools at our disposal to explore adoption scenarios

Network technologies are particularly challenging because of
» Externalities, gateways, etc.

That all contribute non-linearities that make predicting
outcomes difficult

Models can help forecast obstacles and predict trends, but can
only offer broad guidelines not design recipes
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The Case of IPv6

https://www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6/statistics.html 14

 IPv6 adoption is now “under way”, BUT it took much longer
than anticipated (it was standardized over 20 years ago)

Why has it been so hard, and could we have made it better?

RFC 1883
Dec 1995



Exploring This Question

1. Reviewing the ecosystem
» Stakeholders: Internet users, technology vendors, content providers,

service providers

» Decision factors and their role:  Cost, technology and connectivity
(IPv6) quality, dependencies on other stake-holders, etc.

2. Gathering data
» From external sources (CAIDA, Google, company websites, etc.)

» From home-grown monitoring project
• Tracking top 1M+ websites for IPv6 connectivity and quality differential

3. Interpreting data
» Cause and effect relationships

4. A simple model for “validation” purposes
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The Internet Ecosystem – Passive & Active Players

1. Internet Users
» Mostly oblivious to technology, i.e., whether it’s IPv4 or IPv6, but affected

by availability of applications and content, as well as connectivity quality

2. Internet technology vendors
» Concerned about market growth and development costs

3. Internet Content Providers (ICPs)
» Focus on delivering content (and ads) to Internet users

4. Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
» Deliver Internet connectivity and grow user-base, but concerned about cost

(both capital and operational) and quality

 Internet users play little direct role but can influence IPv6 adoption
decisions by other stakeholders (externalities)
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IPv6 Adoption – Decision Factors

 IPv6 value is its larger address space and not much else…  So,

 Internet Technology Developers (ITDs) adoption
» Driven by demand (from ICPs & ISPs)

• Demand must offset development costs

 Internet Content Providers (ICPs) adoption
» Driven by (enough) IPv6 eyeballs and benefits/quality of IPv6 connectivity

• A strong externality factor (grows with # of IPv6 users and IPv6 quality)

 Internet Service Providers (ISPs) adoption
» Driven by (IPv4) address acquisition costs and migration costs (operational

and translation IPv6 IPv4)
• A strong externality factor: # IPv6 users and ICPs
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Data (Ours & Others) to Track IPv6 Evolution
e.g., see https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/2018/state-of-ipv6-deployment-2018/

 ITDs:  Routers, OSes, and applications
» IPv6 readiness and performance (compared to IPv4)

 ICPs: Content from top websites (Alexa ranking)
» IPv6 websites accessibility and benefits (compared to IPv4)

 ISPs: IPv6 footprint over the public Internet
» Number of ASes advertising IPv6 prefixes, number of IPv6 peering

links, number of IPv6 routes

What does the data tell us?
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High-Level Findings

A three phase evolution across stakeholders

 Phase 1 [1995-2009] (Stagnation):  Marginal
availability and/or immature technology

 Phase 2 [2009-2011] (Emergence):  Telltale
signs of early adoption and greater maturity

 Phase 3 [2011- ] (Acceleration):  Still not
mainstream, but  a growing tangible footprint
» Or to use our earlier adoption terminology, we are

now in the “early majority” stage*
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Early
majority

* See also https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/2018/state-of-ipv6-deployment-2018/



Representative Data – ITDs

 Evolution of IPv6 availability & quality

» Pre 2009: Dismal IPv6 forwarding

performance, few if any IPv6 capable

applications, OS support rife with glitches

» After 2009: IPv6 forwarding problems

mostly solved, most OSes with  mature

IPv6 support (2011)

» Today:  Availability and performance

problems mostly a thing of the past

• Application support, though, is not yet

ubiquitous (a long tail)
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From https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh994905(d=printer).aspx



Representative Data – ISPs

 IPv6 (#ASes, peering links,
routes) evolution
» Marginal prior to 2009

» Telltale signs of growth
between 2009 and 2011

» A noticeable pick-up of pace
since 2011

A similar picture when it
comes to traffic and DNS
queries

IPv4 ASes IPv6 ASes IPv4 Peering IPv6 Peering

2009 23k 515 50k 1904

2011 29k 1183 78k 2738

2013 34k 2419 109k 8881
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From CAIDA http://goo.gl/OhqWNM

From Geoff Huston http://bgp.potaroo.net/v6/as6447/

stagnation
emergence

acceleration



Representative Data – ICPs

 ICPs IPv6 accessibility
» Little to no adoption before

2009 among top 1M
websites

» Adoption started taking off
after 2009, especially
among more popular sites
• Top 1k sites at ~14% in 2014

vs. 28% five years later

• Top 1M now at 17%*

» But progress towards 100%
is likely to take time
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From https://www.worldipv6launch.org/measurements/

* https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/2018/state-of-ipv6-deployment-2018/



An Attempt at Explaining Observations

What changed over time?

» IPv6 demand
• We finally ran out of IPv4 addresses

• Growing awareness through

government mandates and events like

IPv6 Launch Day & World IPv6 Day

• IPv4 addresses now cost real money

» IPv6 quality
• Technology parity with IPv4 not until

2009

• End-to-end parity took longer (2011)

Factors (increases)

Impact on Utility

ISPs ICPs ITDs

IPv6 demand x x +

IPv4 address cost – x x

IPv6 upgrade cost – – x

Translation cost ~ x x

Size of IPv6 user base ~ + ~

Number of IPv6 ICPs + ~ ~

IPv6 quality x + x
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 Influential factors

x :  No impact

+ :  Positive impact

– :  Negative impact

~ :  Marginal impact
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http://ipv4marketgroup.com/ipv4-pricing/
July 18, 2018

https://www.ipv4auctions.com/
December 3, 2018

IPv4 Addresses Are Not Free Anymore!



An Attempt at Explaining Observations

What changed over time?

» IPv6 demand
• We finally ran out of IPv4 addresses

• Growing awareness through

government mandates and events like

IPv6 Launch Day & World IPv6 Day

• IPv4 addresses now cost real money

» IPv6 quality
• Technology parity with IPv4 not until

2009

• End-to-end parity took longer (2011)

Factors (increases)
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IPv6 and IPv4 Performance Parity

 In 2009 barely 40% of
websites could be reached
(from the US) over IPv6
with quality on par with
that of an IPv4 connection

 This improved to 80%  by
2013, with the remaining
20%  a toss-up

 Two primary causes of
performance differences
1. Packet forwarding

performance
2. Paths to destination

» The first was fixed circa
2009, while eliminating or
shortening IPv6 “detours”
took longer
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% of websites with  IPv6 connectivity on par or better than IPv4

IPv6  IPv4
Top 100k sites Top 1M sites

2011 2013 2011 2013

Same path 94% 100% 90% 94%

Different paths 70% 79% 74% 84%



Summarizing Causes and Effects
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What Could We Have Done Better/Differently?

 Three basic options
1. Increase incentives for early IPv6 adoption
2. Decrease disincentives for early IPv6 adoption
3. Increase disincentives for IPv4

 Option 1
» Make IPv6 more “valuable” than IPv4, e.g., better support for security or mobility

• But it’s unclear how much sway this would have had in the early days of the Internet, where
connectivity was the primary value it offered

 Option 2
» Make IPv6 backward compatible with IPv4 to facilitate migration

• Lower the cost of upgrading/migrating to IPv6
» Ensure parity with IPv4 (in terms of quality and stability) on day 1

• Incentives to ITDs to invest more in IPv6 development (forwarding, routing, DNS, OS
support, etc.)

 Option 3
» Make IPv4 more expensive or lower quality than IPv6 (add penalty to IPv4)

• Charge for IPv4 address, but make IPv6 addresses free
• Give IPv6 traffic precedence over IPv4

» But this could have been at the cost of jeopardizing the Internet success (there were
competitors)
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Outline

 A quick overview of basic adoption models and some of the strange
outcomes that can arise
» Utility functions, adoption decisions and dynamics, and equilibria
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» Our goal:  Identifying key features present across them and apply statistical

analysis to isolate factors likely to play an important role in a protocol’s
success or failure

 A few brief concluding remarks in an attempt to summarize lessons
learned
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Towards a Better Understanding of Protocol
Adoption in the Internet

Models can pinpoint key factors, but as IPv6 illustrated, the
impact of small quantitative changes are hard to predict

 But the Internet is now ~50 years old (RFC 1 was published in
1969), and we have many protocol examples to study from

 A data driven approach
» Targeted at Internet Standards and

Proposed Standards
• About  3300 Standards Track RFCs

» Can we infer likely success or failure

factors, and their relative impact?
• A random sample of 200 RFCs yields

a success rate of about 60%
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Data Collection Overview

 Start with ~2500 RFCs that have become Internet Standards or Proposed Standards
» Distributed across 6 major areas:

• Application & real-time (ART, ~30%)

• Operations & management (OPS, ~15%)

• Internet (INT, ~20%)

• Transport (TSV, ~8%)

• Routing (RTG, ~14%)

• Security (SEC, ~13%)

 Sample each area to preserve distribution of RFCs areas
» An observational case control study: Positive (successful RFCs), negative (failed RFCs)

» Initial data set of about 450 RFCs (about 251 after “cleanup”)

 Classify each RFC according to binary or categorical features, including “area,”
success or failure, and various other factors

» Success  widespread adoption among target audience
» Classification categories and results available at http://goo.gl/r3KP2K
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Methodology

 Logistic regression
» Because of our small dataset and goal of identifying “risk factors”
» It also offers prediction odds instead of binary answer

 Two different tools: SAS and R (consistent results with both)
» Forward-backward stepwise regression (p-value threshold of 0.1) and

stepwise regressions with Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to avoid
over-fitting and remove insignificant factors

» Accuracy evaluated using leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation and
synthetic data  (to assess predictive ability on small dataset)

» Robustness analysis by adding “noise” to classification process

Analysis applied to both full dataset and per-area dataset
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Findings – Full Dataset

 Strong contributor to likelihood of success
» Adding value to upper layer protocols

 Strong contributors to likelihood of failure
» Facing an incumbent
» Lack of backward compatibility with earlier version

Nothing overly surprising and mostly consistent with intuition
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Findings – Per Area Datasets

 Three pairs of areas were found to be statistically similar
» Applications & Security (ART & SEC)

» Internet & Transport (INT & TSV)

» Operations and Routing (OPS & RTG)

These groupings are again intuitive

 Key success and failure factors
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What Is This Telling Us?

 Not all protocols affected by the same factors
 ART, SEC, INT, and TSV protocols

» Success positively affected by contributions to making other protocols valuable

• Do they benefit the Internet as a whole?

» Main challenges come from externalities

 OPS & RTG protocols

» Focus on Internet infrastructure makes impact of security and scalability intuitive

• Little to no sensitivity to other factors (never faced?)
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How Does This Map to IPv6?

 IPv6 part of the Internet (INT) area
» No real added value beyond IPv4

» Not backward compatible (with IPv4)

» Calls for Internet-wide adoption

» Requires changes to existing protocols

 From our findings, IPv6 clearly faced an uphill challenge (our model
gave it a 1.5% success probability…)

 Experimenting with possible alternatives (“what-if” scenarios, ignoring
technical feasibility and cost)
» Biggest impact is removing “changes to other protocols”

• Unlikely to be feasible given address expansion from 32 bits to 128 bits

» Backward compatibility and incremental deployment also helped

• A protocol with all three constraints removed had a 75% chance of success
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Conclusions

 Predicting the success of network technologies is HARD
» Externalities contribute unexpected behaviors

 Core Internet technologies differ from technologies aimed at
Internet users
» Core Internet technologies: Scalability and security

» User-facing technologies: Backward compatibility and progressive
deployment

 Timing matters:  The impact of a late start can be magnified
many times (the likely long tail of IPv6 adoption)
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This latter part will
always take time



THANK YOU!
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